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If you are reading this edition of Quest, the likelihood is 
that you are engaged genealogically. Every person inter-
ested in genealogy is aware of the need to share and re-
member; the goal is to not merely leave the materials in 
boxes. 
 
What do you do with the documents, photos, and arti-
facts you acquire and accumulate? 
 
Many genealogy researchers have an office, or part of a 
room or rooms, likely including several of the following 
items: a desk, filing cabinet(s), bookshelves, containers 
of vital records, official documents, letters, post cards, 
and photos, as well as photo albums, boxes of photos, 
slides, home movies, videos, CDs, and DVDs.  
 
If you are blessed with precious memorabilia that be-
longed to family members, do you have a system for or-
ganizing and documenting it? Do you have a plan for 
clarifying details regarding each piece, and for facilitating 
transfer to the individual(s), or institution(s) agreeing to 
accept the materials when that time arrives?  
 
While continuing to find new information, do you also 
organize it so that future genealogists in your family will 
be able to access the data?  
 
It’s already the last third of 2016; unfortunately, good 
intentions do not equal progress! 
 
While in Seattle at the International Association of Jew-
ish Genealogical Societies Annual Conference a few 
weeks ago, many genealogists voiced the same concerns 
and pressures. 
 
As I continue to obtain items and information, I am in-
creasingly aware that updating my genealogy program 
has not been a top priority. Thinking that it would be 
good to wait for yet more data is not efficient; although 
not a matter of procrastination, this process has proved 
to be unwise. 
 

While dozing on an airplane last summer, water some-
how entered my computer, which I had tucked in the 
seat pocket. My new computer has a newer version of 
the mail aggregator which is no longer compatible with 
previous versions. I am unable to migrate, or retrieve all 
the emails I had organized in folders within the mail ag-
gregator.  
 
I need to discipline myself to document information 
more quickly, and know that I am also impeding the pro-
gress of cousins who continue to ask for it.  
 
How does a genealogist manage to keep up, and to not 
merely become a relative-collector, or a document col-
lector? While I do not consider myself in this category, 
finding the time for commitment, and having the neces-
sary patience and perseverance become fundamental. 
 
Perhaps many of you face the same scenario. Might a 
JGSCT Birds of A Feather (BOF) group, or a blog, be of 
interest for all with similar concerns?  Networking to 
share ideas, techniques, technology used, labelling and 
storage strategies for both digital and physical data, as 
well as for keepsakes, and heirlooms, would prove bene-
ficial. 
 
Please send your thoughts to info@jgsct.org 
 
Wishing you a sweet 5777, health, happiness, and fulfill-
ment. May this New Year bring justice, security, and 
peace here, in Israel, and around the world.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

mailto:info@jgsct.org
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Censuses 
 
Censuses of the Jewish inhabitants of the Holy Land, 
Alexandria, Sidon (Saida) and Beirut, were compiled 
by Sir Moses Montefiore between the years 1839 and 
1875.  
 
The Montefiore Endowment commissioned the Israel 
Genealogical Society to transliterate the censuses in-
to modern Hebrew and English scripts and to trans-
late them. 
 
They have now been published on-line by the Endow-
ment with a search engine in Hebrew and English. 
The censuses were taken in the years 1839, 1840, 
1849, 1855, 1866 and 1875. Go to: https://
www.montefioreendowment.org.uk/census/ 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“There’s enough ink in the pen.” 
 

After reading Laura Clark’s article "Ellis Island Isn’t To 
Blame For Your Family’s Name Change" (http://
www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/ellis-island-
isnt-blame-your-familys-name-change-180953832/?
no-ist), I was reminded of a family story. My maternal 
great-grandfather arrived in the United States with 
his wife in 1941 after losing his Vienna hat business to 
Nazi control.  Upon arrival he asked to change his last 
name to something more “American.” According to 
family legend, the agent asked, “What is your last 
name?” “Lichtenthal”, replied my great-grandfather. 

The agent refused, saying, “There’s still enough ink in 
my pen.”  
 
 ~Deb Holman – QUEST Co-Editor 
 

New Resource for Polish, Czech and Slo-
vak Genealogy 

 
If you have family history rooted in Polish, Czech and/
or Slovak heritage you may be interested in a new 
book by Lisa A. Alzo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thomas MacEntee (a renowned genealogist) highly 
recommended the new book, The Family Tree Polish, 
Czech & Slovak Genealogy Guide is available in 
print and as an e-book ($26.99 USD). 
 

Instantly Colorize Your Black-And-
White Photos  
 
Do you have old black-and-white family photographs? 
A new service on Algorithmia uses a deep learning 
algorithm to add color to the photos. Yes, it works. 
The colors may not be perfect but they are almost 
always better than black-and-white. The service is 
easy to use and, best of all, is available FREE of 
charge.  
 
To use Algorithmia’s service, your photo must be 
available online someplace that is accessible by a URL 
without requiring a password. The photo(s) might be 
stored as a shared photo in Dropbox, Google Photos, 
Shutterfly, Flickr, Apple iCloud, Amazon Cloud Drive, 

 

(Continued on page 4) 



your own web site, or most any other online service 
that stores publicly-visible photographs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: If the web site requires a user name and pass-
word to access the photograph, Algorithmia’s coloriz-
ing service will not be able to retrieve it. 
 
To colorize a photo, go to the Algorithmia service at 
http://demos.algorithmia.com/colorize-photos/, 
paste the URL of a black-and-white image and tap 
“colorize it.” After a few seconds of processing, a 
comparison of the original and colorized images ap-
pears. 
 
It seems like Algorithmia’s tool works best with imag-
es of faces, simple landscapes, and clear skies. The 
more complex and cluttered the photograph, the less 
successful the results. 
 
Dick Eastman, July 22, 2016 
 

Introducing genealogyDOTcoach  
 
 
 
 

CEDAR HILLS, Utah - August 29, 2016 - A new family 
history service launched today that will fill a critical 
gap in the multi-billion dollar genealogy industry.  ge-
nealogyDOTcoach (SM) is a new online service that 
matches up professional genealogists (called Geneal-
ogy Coaches) with people who want to have all the 
fun of making family history discoveries for them-
selves but just need a little assistance from someone 
they can trust.  
 
"With do-it-yourself sites like Ancestry.com and Fami-
lySearch.org it has become so easy for anyone to start 
climbing their family tree," says co-founder, Janet 

Hovorka.  "But, sometimes people get a little stuck in 
the process.  The traditional option at that point has 
been to purchase a 10 or 20 hour research package 
from a professional genealogist.  Many people can't 
afford that kind of help.  Others are reluctant to do so 
because they want the joy of making those family his-
tory discoveries themselves.  genealogyDOTcoach 
aims to fill that gap." 
 
The service launches with 25 coaches across 47 differ-
ent categories.  Topics include:  getting started; ge-
netic genealogy/DNA; tree analysis and writing a re-
search plan; and document translation.  Coaches also 
specialize in research for different regions of the 
world and different ethnic groups.  The initial group 
of coaches have an average of 25 years of training 
and experience a piece.  They are researchers, au-
thors, and lecturers.  The impressive list of coaches 
includes some of the most well-known genealogists in 
the industry.  
 
On the genealogyDOTcoach website, users can select 
a topic and see a list of coaches who specialize in that 
topic.  They can review comments and ratings from 
previous clients, to help them select a coach they 
would like to work with.  Sessions can be scheduled 
for 15, 30 or 60 minutes.  Pricing starts as low as $15 
for 15 minutes.  
 
Shortly before the coaching session, an email link is 
sent that allows the user to log in to a private video 
chat room.  There they meet face to face, via video 
chat, to share screens and documents with the gene-
alogy coach, and receive the help they need to keep 
them moving along in their family history journey.  
 
"Clients leave the coaching sessions with a game plan 
for how to move forward in their family history re-
search," says Hovorka.  "Just like life coaches or ath-
letic coaches, genealogy coaches can give you the 
boost you need to be better at what you enjoy."  
 
About genealogyDOTcoach 
Website:  https://genealogy.coach  
Complete listing of coaches with their bios found 
here:  https://genealogy.coach/project/all-coaches/  
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Welcome to Our Newest Members 
 

Phyllis Winkler describes herself as a beginner. Her 
country of origin is Lithuania, Surnames she is re-
searching include Dember and Singer. 
 

Welcome also to Gary Bykoff! 

11 Little-Known Words for  
Specific Family Members 

More specific than “cousin” or “sibling”, these words 
can pinpoint the exact relationship: 
 
 Patruel: Child of your paternal uncle. Also, a child 

of your own brother.  
 Avuncle: Your mother’s brother. 
 Niblings: Your nieces and nephews. (I love this 

word!)  
 Fadu: Your father’s sister. 
 Modridge: Your mother’s sister. 
 Fœdra: Your father’s brother 
 Eam: Your mother’s brother. 
 Brother-uterine: Your half-brother from the same 

mother. (So my brother Dean is my “brother-
uterine.” What about my sister, Alexandra? I 
needed the term for half-sister from same father. 
Thank goodness for Wikipedia! Alex is my agnate 
sister.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sibling) 

 
 Brother-german: Full brother, sharing both par-

ents. 
 Double cousin: Full cousin, sharing all four grand-

parents. (when a pair of sisters marries a pair of 
brothers) 

 Machetonim: The parents of your child’s spouse. 
In other words: Your child’s in-laws. 

 
 
The original article goes into more detail, listing the 
word origins.  http://mentalfloss.com/
article/54486/11-little-known-words-specific-family-
members 
~Deb Holman – QUEST Co-Editor 

From “Nu? What’s New?”  

The E-zine of Jewish Genealogy From Avotaynu 
(Gary Mokotoff, Editor) 

New York Public Library Adds 180,000 Digit-
ized Images Online 
 

The New York Public Library Digital Collections added 

180,000 digitized images bringing the total to more 

than 672,000 items. Searching with such key words as 

Jew, Jewish, Yiddish, Warsaw brought a variety of im-

ages including photographs (“Picturesque Palestine, 

Sinai and Egypt”), books (1935 Crisco Recipes for the 

Jewish Housewife), oral histories (American Jewish 

Committee Oral History Collection), Yiddish Theatre 

Playbills (“Dos Idishe Harts”) and photographs of the 

Warsaw ghetto. Some of these images might be use-

ful as illustrations for a family history book. They are 

all for public use. A description of the collection is at 

http://www.nypl.org/blog/2016/01/05/share-public-

domain-collections. Search the collection at http://

digitalcollections.nypl.org/. 

 

 

http://mentalfloss.com/article/54486/11-little-known-words-specific-family-members
http://mentalfloss.com/article/54486/11-little-known-words-specific-family-members
http://mentalfloss.com/article/54486/11-little-known-words-specific-family-members
http://www.nypl.org/blog/2016/01/05/share-public-domain-collections
http://www.nypl.org/blog/2016/01/05/share-public-domain-collections
http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
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JOWBR Documenting German-Jewish 
Soldiers Killed During WWI 

 

The JewishGen Online Worldwide Burial Registry 
(JOWBR) has started a project to document the final 
resting places of German Jewish soldiers killed during 
World War I. They are using the list of the Reichsbund 
Juedischer Frontsoldaten as the basis of their re-
search. This has been combined with different burial 
lists from the Volksbund (German War Graves Com-
mission) as well as a variety of other resources includ-
ing photographs in actual cemeteries. To date they 
have mapped the graves of approximately 4,500 of 
the 12,000 German Jews who died during WWI. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The group is interested in obtaining additional infor-
mation on specific ancestors or relatives. Contact Eric 
Feinstein at ericfeinstein@yahoo.com if you can help. 
 

1944 Census of Hungarian Jews Found 
Hidden In Wall 

 
A collection of Holocaust-era documents, long 
thought destroyed during World War II, has been 
found hidden in a wall cavity by a couple renovating 
their Budapest apartment. It consists of 6,300 docu-
ments from a 1944 census that was a precursor to the 
intended liquidation of the Hungarian capital's 
200,000 Jews in Nazi death camps. Since September, 
restorers at the Budapest City Archives have been 
literally ironing the papers to study them. 
 
 

The forms contain names of each building's inhabit-
ants, and whether they are Jewish or not, with total 
numbers of Christians and Jews marked in the cor-
ners. Shortly after the census, around 200,000 Jews 
were moved into some 2,000 selected buildings, 
“Yellow Star Houses” with the Star-of-David Jewish 
symbol painted on the doors. 
 
Additional information can be found at http://
tinyurl.com/BudapestDocuments. 
 

What is the Genealogical Proof Stand-
ard? 

 
The Genealogical Proof Standard (GPS) is a process 
used by genealogists to demonstrate what the mini-
mums are that genealogists must do for their work to 
be credible. Based on a book written by Christine 
Rose entitled Genealogical Proof Standard: Building a 
Solid Case, this standard lays out five essential steps 
for accurate research: 
 Reasonably exhaustive research has been com-

pleted. 
 Each statement of fact has a complete and accu-

rate source citation. 
 The evidence is reliable and has been skillfully 

correlated and interpreted. 
 Any contradictory evidence has been resolved. 
 The conclusion has been soundly reasoned and 

coherently written. 
 
You can read more about GPS at https://
familysearch.org/blog/en/
genealogi-

https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/judaica/ejud_0002_0017_0_16599.html
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/judaica/ejud_0002_0017_0_16599.html
https://us-mg6.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.partner=sbc&action=showLetter&umid=2_0_0_1_975123_AJvmjkQAAC05VqZJJAteKHgLZXA&box=Inbox&src=td&.rand=1831168410mailto:ericfeinstein@yahoo.com
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MORE FROM NU? WHAT’S NEW?  

 
List of American Jewish Newspapers 

Online 
 

The online site TheAncestorHunt has a page that pro-
vides links to historic Jewish-American newspapers 
available online, many at no charge. It is located at 
http://www.theancestorhunt.com/blog/historic-
jewish-american-newspapers-online. The site also 
identifies a number of other resources for Jewish 
news such as the Jewish Telegraphic Agency Archives 
at http://archive.jta.org and a Wikipedia site that pro-
vides Wiki links to 51 Jewish newspapers published in 
the United States. 
 
 
 

Websites of Interest 
 

England 
Sherry Landa has announced an update to the Leeds 
Database. New software has been installed. See 
http://www.british-jewry.org.uk/leedsjewry/
index.php 
 
There are almost 42,000 individuals in the database. 
All are linked to Leeds in some way, although it may 
be very tenuous. There are over 15,000 family 
groups, but only 75 media items! There is a plea on 
the database asking for photos (this includes scans of 
documents) please check the page out and if you 
have something to submit, please do send it in http://
www.british-jewry.org.uk/leedsjewry/whatsnew.php 
 
Australia 
The Jewish Historical & Genealogical Society of West-
ern Australia announces the launch of their website 
www.jhgswa.org.au. The content includes Western 
Australian and other Jewish history. 
 

European Newspapers 
The Europeana Newspapers Project is a consortium 
of 18 partners, coordinated by the Berlin State Library 
(Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin) sharing the goal of making 
Europe's digital historical newspapers more accessi-
ble.  
 
At least 20 million pages are available online today 
with 12 million of them fully searchable.  All of the 
content is available online free of charge. 
 
Learn more about Europeana at http://
www.europeana.eu/portal. To access the 20+ million 
newspaper pages, start at http://goo.gl/3sz8Gw. 
 
Jewish Genealogy Indexing and Research Collective 
(JGIRC) 
Founded by Banai Lynn Feldstein, the JGIRC web site 
launched last summer. One databases includes more 
than 1100 birth records from Mukaceve as digitized 
by Banai during her visit to the Uzhhorod archive in 
2012. 
 
The star database is the Uzhhorod 1938 Voters List 
containing 15,000 names, both Jewish and non-
Jewish. 
 
All databases are searchable online (http://jgirc.org/) 
for free and digital copies can be ordered through the 
site for a reasonable fee. 
 
All collections have an associated blog post explaining 
the collections, including suggestions for better 
search results. 
 
Jewish Genealogical Society (JGS of New York) 
The Jewish Genealogical Society now has a totally re-
vamped website: http://www.jgsny.org/ . 
New features include more than 30 audio podcasts of 
programs given between 2009 and 2013 available for 
streaming.  
The site is much more navigable; especially in regards 
to New York area data. 
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Yad Vashem Unveils Next Generation 
Platform of Central  Database of Shoah 

Victims Names (Jan Meisels Allen – 
2/1/16) 

 

Yad Vashem has unveiled the next generation 
platform of the Central Database of Shoah Victims 
Database. The new version allows access to online 
information in a fast and user-friendly format. The 
new website is in English, Hebrew, Russian Spanish 
and German. The database has collected and record-
ed names and biographical information on 4.5 million 
of the 6 million Jews murdered by the Nazis and their 
accomplices.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To access the new website go to: http://

yvng.yadvashem.org/. In addition to adding names 

and searching the database there are a series of vide-

os. You can submit pages of testimony as well as 

download the pages of testimony forms.  If you have 

questions about the uploading or processing of Pages 

of Testimony contact ref@yadvashem.org.il. 

New website for Sephardic Ancestry 
(Genie Milgrom 5/16/16) 

Genie Milgrom is excited to announce that after sev-

eral years of compiling information on the Spanish 

archives, she has launched a web site for all types of 

research in Spain including archives, libraries, univer-

sities, what time they are open or closed,  and tips on 

research. This will be an invaluable tool for anyone 

looking towards Spanish Citizenship. Take a look at: 

www.sephardicancestry.com 

Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness 

This is great resource where one can post requests 
such as gravesite photos and simple search requests. 
The description on the website states: 

Our volunteers have agreed to do a free genealogy 
research task at least once per month in their local 
area as an act of kindness. While the volunteers of 
Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness (RAOGK) have 
agreed to donate their time for free, you MUST PAY 
the volunteer for his/her expenses in fulfilling your 
request (copies, printing fees, postage, film or video 
tape, parking fees, etc.) if they ask for it.  

Check it out at: http://www.raogk.org/ 

National Archives History Hub 

 

As described on their website, History Hub is “a 
crowdsourcing platform for American history. It is a 
place to share information, work together, and find 
people based on their experience and interests. Sub-
ject matter experts from the National Archives and 
Records Administration as well as other experts, his-
tory enthusiasts, and citizen archivists are available to 
help with your research.” 

This pilot program is sponsored by the National Ar-
chives and Records Administration (NARA) and offers 
tools like discussion boards, blogs, and community 
pages to bring together experts and researchers in-
terested in American history. 

Go to: http://www.archives.gov/citizen-archivist/
history-hub/ 

FROM THE IAJGS LEADERSHIP 

DIGEST  

MORE WEBSITES OF 

INTEREST 

http://yvng.yadvashem.org/
http://yvng.yadvashem.org/
mailto:ref@yadvashem.org.il
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RootsTech 
 

If you were not able to attend RootsTech or take ad-
vantage of the Live streaming during the conference, 
RootsTech has now archived 27 select videoed ses-
sions.  They may be accessed at: https://
www.rootstech.org/video2/4739804696001 
The sessions are available at no charge. 
 
 
 
 

JGSLI Youtube Videos 
 
The Jewish Genealogy Society of Long Island (JGSLI), 
winner of the IAJGS 2015 Outstanding Publication 
Award for its You Tube Channel, is developing a li-
brary of videos on its You Tube Channel. You can ac-
cess the short instructional videos directly from the 
You Tube Channel at https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCUV8xttIn93AwJX2_I0AIAg/feed or from 
their website http://jgsli.org.  
 
Here is a list of some of the more recent ones: 
 
“What is a SIG and 5 Reasons You Should Get to 
Know Yours”.  
 
When working on your family history, haven’t you 
ever wished that you could talk with other research-
ers who understand your specific area of inter-
est?  Well, SIGs can provide you the perfect forum to 
find those answers.  Here is an explanation of what 
SIGs are and 5 reasons why you should get to know 
the ones that can help further your Jewish genealogi-
cal research. Here is an explanation of what SIGs are 
and 5 reasons why you should get to know the ones 
that can help further your Jewish genealogical re-
search. 
 
 
 

“5 Ways Yizkor Books Can Enhance Your Family Re-
search”.   
  
Yizkor books, or memorial books, memorialize the 
lost individuals and Jewish communities as a result of 
the Holocaust in mostly Eastern and Central Europe-
an towns. Yizkor books can be a very important addi-
tion to your family research.  Not only might you be 
able to find the names of family members that are 
not listed anywhere else, if you have no surviving rel-
atives from which you can get personal recollections 
from that period, Yizkor books may help you under-
stand what your relatives may have gone through, by 
reading the personal stories of others. 
 
“How to Read a Hebrew Headstone.” 
 
Hebrew headstones provide arguably Jewish genealo-
gy’s most important advantage, patronymic names. 
This video will help you find this valuable information, 
whether you can read Hebrew or not. With all the 
difficulties we have with Jewish genealogical re-
search; name changes, country and town name 
changes, missing or destroyed records, using patro-
nymics is an advantage we should all be using. 
 
“7 Important Genealogical Hints from World War I & 
World War II Registration Cards”  
 
Draft registration cards from World War I and World 
War II can provide you with some important infor-
mation that might not be available on other genea-
logical source documents.   Here is an explanation of 
what was required by these drafts and 7 possible 
hints to further your research. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.rootstech.org/video2/4739804696001
https://www.rootstech.org/video2/4739804696001
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Posting on the JewishGen Digest (April 9, 2016) the 
group shared their recent success: 
 
It took one Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) re-

quest, one modification of that FOIL request, one 

FOIL Appeal, one Advisory Opinion issued by the New 

York State Committee on Open Government, one 

"Article 78" legal petition filed in the Supreme Court 

of the State of New York, one legal settlement with 

the City of New York, 46 brand new microfilm copies 

created from the master films held in one city agen-

cy's vault and another two films from another city 

agency's vault, one portable hard drive full of high-

quality digital scans of the 48 films donated by a kind 

non-profit organization, several days working in the 

headquarters of another non-profit to borrow their 

Internet bandwidth and hard drive space, and sixteen 

months. 

 

But we did it. Reclaim the Records is very pleased to 

announce that the index to the New York City Clerk's 

Office marriage records (the application, affidavit, 

and license) for 1908-1929 is now online and open for 

public use.  There are no logins required, no paywalls, 

no copyrights, and no usage restrictions.  The index is 

now free and open data, forever. 

 

44 of the 48 microfilms are now online at the Internet 

Archive, and the remaining four films will be put 

online throughout the next few weeks. 

 

Here's the link: https://archive.org/details/

nycmarriageindex 

 

This includes (so far) 64 items scanned from 44 micro-

films: 

 

Manhattan 1908-1929 

Brooklyn 1908-1929 

Bronx 1914-1929 

Queens 1908-1912 

 

Coming soon are the final four microfilms: 

 

Queens 1913-1930 

Staten Island 1908-1938 

 

To reiterate a point made many times already: this 

index is *not* the same familiar NYC marriage rec-

ords index to the two-page NYC Health Department 

marriage certificates, which have been available on 

FamilySearch microfilms and also online for several 

years now. 

 

Instead, these new records are the index to a totally 

different set of records, a three-page document set 

originally kept by the New York City Clerk's Office, 

consisting of the affidavit, application, and license. 

 

There is slightly more information contained in these 

documents than the Health Department certificates. 

There are three sets of handwriting on the docu-

ments to make it somewhat easier to read the infor-

mation. And there are about 10% more names in to-

tal in this index, compared to the Health Department 

index.  All in all, it's a helpful set of records to request 

if you had family who married in New York City. And 

yet these records were only available in microfilm for-

mat and only available if you were onsite at the NYC 

Municipal Archives building in lower Manhattan, and 

nowhere else...until now. 

 

Thank you to everyone for their support on this pro-

ject.  If you're not already signed up for our free e-

mail newsletter, you might want to do that: https://

www.ReclaimTheRecords.org/ Stay tuned for more 

news coming soon.  :-) 

 

https://archive.org/details/nycmarriageindex
https://archive.org/details/nycmarriageindex
https://www.ReclaimTheRecords.org/
https://www.ReclaimTheRecords.org/
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https://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/collections/maps/
eurotransport/ 

This Web page provides access to some of the maps 
showing European transportation facilities during the 
19th century that are held at the University of Chicago 
Library's Map Collection. 

The maps document an extraordinary change. At the 
beginning of the 19th century movement was largely 
along dirt roads and depended on horses or walking. 
Canals, some associated with the nascent Industrial 
Revolution, existed in a few places, but movement 
along the canals was also dependent on animal power. 
It could take weeks to cross Europe. By the end of the 
19th century, transportation had become enormously 
faster, more reliable, and more comfortable. Steam 
railroad lines had penetrated everywhere except parts 
of Eastern Europe, northern Scandinavia, and the High 
Alps. Roads, even though they were starting to be 
paved, were secondary except at the very local level. 
Waterways continued to be important for bulk freight. 

The maps shown are a tiny subset of all the European 
transportation maps produced in the 19th century. 
They were chosen to be representative rather then 
comprehensive. Numerous additional titles at the Uni-
versity of Chicago Library--and in other North Ameri-
can libraries--can be found by searching with Library 
of Congress subject headings. Examples include 
"Railroads--[Place name]--Maps, " "Roads--[Place 
name]--Maps, " "Inland navigation--[Place name]--
Maps, " "Shipping--[Place name]--Maps, " and 
"Transportation--[Place name]--Maps." General maps 
also often show transportation facilities; it is hard to 
imagine a map of almost anywhere in Europe pub-
lished between, say, the 1840s and World War I that 

did not show railroad lines. 

The maps were scanned at 400 dpi using NextImage 
software and were saved as tiff files 

You can access these files in three different ways: 

[1] Click on the thumbnails below to see the files in a 
program called Zoomify. Zoomify breaks the original 
tiff files into tiny jpegs, so you can zoom in and out 
and move around quickly and efficiently. Zoomify re-
quires Flash and so won't work on many mobile 
phones. 

[2] You can also see the files through Luna. Luna, like 
Zoomify, allows you to zoom in and out and to move 
around. It also allows download of jpeg versions of the 
files (click "Export"). To access the Luna files, click on 
the "Click here for Luna version" button. 

[3] Alternatively, use the spatial index below. It will 
take you to a page from which you have a choice be-

tween access via Zoomify and access via Luna. 

The original tiff files are also available. E-mail from the 
"Questions about this page?" button below. 

Downloaded files are freely available for personal or 
scholarly use. If you use the images in a publication, 
we expect that you will mention that the original maps
--and the files--are from the University of Chicago Li-
brary's Map Collection. 

 

 

 

 

 



Recently, I read a great article on Thomas MacEntee's 
Geneabloggers website (http://
www.geneabloggers.com/ ). Originally posted on 
www.deseretnews.com, Brooke Parker and Becca 
Summers shared several ideas on how to engage 
teens and young people in family history. 

 Have young people write a letter to their "future 
selves" or their "past selves." They shared the ex-
ample of a 7-year old writing to his 6-year-old self, 
" Training wheels are for babies. Just let go al-
ready!" Imagine the child saving that letter and 
reading it decades later! The presenters al-
so mentioned there are websites that will send a 
letter to you at a specified future date. Assuming 
you still have the same email address, that could 
be fun. A quick search of "send a letter to yourself 
in the future" turned up at least 3 sites, one of 
which has dates through 2066. 

 Use the cellphone and apps like Instagram to cre-
ate a photo essay. A central theme could be sug-
gested such as "Occupations" or “Vacations". The 
results could be posted to social media sites. A 
great suggestion was to recreate an ancestor's 
photo using contemporary items. Of course, 
phones can also be used to record interviews - 
either of themselves, their friends, or their elders. 

 The presenters shared a new project called Street 
View Stories. Using Google Maps Street View, one 
selects a meaningful place in their life, take a 
screen shot of it and submit it to the project along 
with a caption or short story. 

 Using a video recorder or phone camera to record 
"home movies." ( My family (and I'm sure many 
others) have done this for years. Watching my 
then 7 year-old brother acting out Charlie Chaplin 
scenes we filmed using our Super 8 movie camera 
is hilarious now 40+ years later.) 

Source: http://www.deseretnews.com/
article/865648007/RootsTech-2016-Engaging-youth-
and-teens-in-family-history.html?pg=all 

~Deb Holman – QUEST Co-Editor   
     

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MEMBERS 
 

Check your SPAM folders to ensure you 
receive all emailed communications 

from JGSCT! 
 

We are always looking for submissions 
from our members! Don’t be shy! Book 
reviews, brick walls, success stories – 

all and more are welcome  

Engaging Young People in Family History 
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500 Years of Jewish Life in Venice 
A very interesting article written by David Laskin was 
posted in the March 9, 2016 issue of nytimes.com. 
The article begins “A journey into one of the world’s 
oldest Jewish ghettos, where this year a long, rich his-
tory is commemorated.”, then continues to describe 
the history of Jews in the Venice ghetto. 
 
Established in 1516 by the decree of Doge Leonardo 
Loredan, the Venice ghetto was one of the first places 
where people were segregated by force based solely 
on their religion. This is where the term “ghetto” orig-
inated; the area had been used as a foundry (“geto” 
in Venice dialect) and over time the neighborhood’s 
residents corrupted the word to ghetto. 
 
Laskin writes about his recent visit to Venice which 
was originally planned to see how the city was pre-
paring for the anniversary of the ghetto’s establish-
ment. During his visit he became curious about the 
mood of the city’s current Jewish community of 450 
people. Laskin’s guide shared this sentiment, “The 
Venetian Jewish community may be small, but it’s still 
strong.”  
 
Laskin also describes meeting Riccardo Calimani, the 
esteemed historian of Italian Jewry and the author 
of a book about the Venetian ghetto (The Venetian 
Ghetto: The History of a Persecuted Community.) Cal-
imani’s family arrived in Venice in 1508 and, as Laskin 
writes, “coincides almost exactly with the history of 
the ghetto.” 
 
Later in his visit, Mr. Laskin interviewed Donatella 
Calabi, a professor of urban history who curated the 
exhibition “Venice, the Jews and Europe: 1516 to 
2016.” Ms. Calabi shared her thoughts;” The 500th 
anniversary is an occasion not to celebrate — you 
don’t have a festival for a ghetto — but to commemo-
rate. An unbroken stretch of 500 years of history will 
not happen again soon.” 
 

To read the original article go to:http://
www.nytimes.com/2016/03/13/travel/venice-italy-
jewish-ghetto.html?_r=2  
 

Hale Collection of Connecticut Cemetery 
Records 

 
The Charles R. Hale Collection of Connecticut Ceme-
tery Inscriptions contains vital information from head-
stone inscriptions in over 2,000 Connecticut cemeter-
ies that were recorded in a W.P.A. project directed by 
Charles R. Hale ca. 1932-5. These records are bound 
in volumes for each town and are indexed on slips in 
a single alphabetical file. Many cemeteries had been 
abandoned and long-forgotten when Mr. Hale began 
his research. For example, the town clerk in North 
Stonington knew of only nine cemeteries in the town; 
Mr. Hale found 95. He made house-to-house inquiries 
about old vaguely remembered plots, and then 
crawled through the woods to find them. He even 
located a cemetery under Route 9 in Middletown and 
several that had been flooded by reservoirs. In total 
2,269 cemeteries came to light. 
 
This website is a collection of cemeteries as tran-
scribed from the Hale Collection of Connecticut Cem-
etery Records as found in the Connecticut State Li-
brary. There are also links to some of the cemeteries 
transcribed by various transcribers to help fill in the 
gaps and make this collection more complete. 
 
To view the Hale Collection online, use url https://
researchitct.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://
www.ancestry.com/s52320/t26583/rd.ashx 
You will be asked to enter your CT public library card 
number 
 
These articles were provided by Marcia and Arthur 

Meyers, former Quest co-editors 
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ODDS AND ENDS 



We meet at Temple Sinai: 

 

41 West Hartford Road 

Newington, CT 06111 

Quest:  quest@jgsct.org 

 

General Info:  info@jgsct.org 
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Members at Large: 
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Rabbi Edward Cohen,  edwardcohen@sbcglobal.net  
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Marcia Indianer Meyers, marciaarthur@sbcglobal.net  

Howard Seigel, hmsiegel@optonline.net  
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